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An application or app tape is also known as a transport tape or premask tape. Transport tapes, also known as application tapes or premasks, are a key element of digital graphics. Application tape slicing them into a vinyl cutter and then transferring vinyl graphics and decals becomes so-called.  After the
decal is cut and weeded edits, it must be moved to the substrate. Some vinyl, such as 6mil chalk board or printed wall vinyl, can be moved by hand. However, transmission tapes for most vinyl graphics operations are essential. There are various types of application tapes. SignWarehouse has 19
application tape lines for indoor, outdoor, digital printing and heat transfer applications. One of the bumps in the vinyl graphics learning curve is figuring out which tape to use for a particular task. This beginner's guide to application tapes aims to reduce the curve by answering these important questions.
What is the difference between paper and transparent tape? Which tape is best for indoor graphics? How do I select the best tape for my workflow? Maybe you're at the bottom of the curve and the first question is; What is a transfer tape and what should I do? Continue reading to see the answers to this
and other questions. Application Tape: Bridge application tape on the substrateville, like a bridge. It connects vinyl graphics to their final destination: substrates. (The board is intended to wear letters, such as windows, car doors, corplastic sign spaces, etc. Once you've cut and weed the graphics, they're
still lying on the release liner, full of promises, yet somehow imperfect. Take vinyl and send letters and graphics to the happy productive life of aluminum acres. Paper tape and transparent or transparent tape. For most applications, one is enough so it's mainly a matter of personal preference. However,
there are essential differences to consider when choosing one or the other. Here's a quick comparison: Good quality application tape is clearly torn without a string of glue. (Figure 1) paper pros and cons. As the name suggests, paper tape consists of a paper-based face film coated with glue. It is
essentially an industrial strength masking tape. As with masking tapes, they are generally somewhat translucent but not transparent. It tends to be soft and More flexible than transparent tape. Its main advantage is its wide range of tack levels. Paper tapes can be purchased with low, medium, or high tack
variants. It also tends to be less expensive than clear tape. Another major advantage of paper tape is the porous nature of facial film. This makes them ideal for use with application fluids such as RapidTac or SureGlide. Users who want to extend the error range when applying pre-masked characters to
the substrate can add a light coating of the applied fluid to lubricate the substrate, allowing the adhesive of tape and vinyl to be moved to a position by delaying. This wet application process can trap fluid under the tape. Using paper tape is not a problem because the pressure can be pushed to force the



fluid through the face film of the tape and wiped with a paper towel. The main virtue of paper tape is versatility. There is no single tape that works for everything, but good quality paper tape with medium and high pressure deformation can probably cover most needs. So why use clear tape? Because there
are a few things that paper tape doesn't do pretty well. Paper face film is not useful for building multicolored vinyl graphics that require one layer to be accurately registered on another. Even for a single color graphic, it can be difficult to see exactly what vinyl will end up with. If you sell DIY graphics to be
installed directly by your customers, paper-free masks dilute the visual appeal of your product. The need for transparency or better presentation quality leads many people to choose clear tapes. The transparent transfer TapeClear tape is very transparent because it is made of plastic face film instead of
paper. The transparent plastic structure provides the transparency that some signage makers need. As mentioned above, the pre-mask image is more attractive to DIY customers because the basic vinyl design is clearly visible. This clarity of vinyl makes installation easier because the installer can see
exactly where the characters are in relation to the board or other design elements. (2) Given these advantages, why not everyone use clear tape for all tasks? Why aren't all bridges a drawbridge? This is because every solution has its drawbacks. Clear application tape supps e.r. multi-color decals. (2)
Plastic face film that makes transparent tape too attractive is practical and versatile. It does not work well in wet applications because the fluid cannot pass through the face film. So if you use too much, you can get stuck under the tape and degrade the glue of the vinyl and the tape itself, destroying the
vinyl from the plastic face film. Transparent tape can be used with wet applications, but should be done more carefully. Click here. Details on how to create this work. Clear tape also tends to have low tack glue and is therefore not effective at transferring certain kinds of vinyl. Some vinyl requires more
aggressive adhesives to remove from release liners. Most clear tapes are not suitable for these vinyl. Another drawback of erasing the tape is static. Plastic face films tend to produce static filling, especially in dry environments. This creates dust and debris, making it more difficult to clean, bubble-free
transmission. The final limit for clear tapes includes limited versatility. Unlike paper tape, transparent tape made for vinyl graphics cannot be used to transfer heat-pressed T-shirts. Plastic face films tend to melt at temperatures required for successful heat transfer. It is a special product that has heat-
resistant transparent tape used for t-shirt transmission, but is not suitable for standard vinyl graphics applications. Click here to learn more about T-shirt graphics transmission tapes. Medium tack or high tack application tape? Try to match the characteristics of vinyl and substrates that use the tack level of
the tape. There are three factors to consider. Adhesion between tape and vinyl, bonding between tape and substrate and bonding between vinyl and substrate. Ideally, the bond between tape and vinyl should be stronger than the bond between vinyl and kraft paper release liners. Otherwise, the tape does
not pull vinyl from the liner.  THE ORACAL 641 and 651 are harder films that require higher tack tape to escape the liner.  Click here for more information on why you do it.  For these vinyl, we recommend enduraMASK high tack, specially manufactured for use with ORACAL calendar film or enduraMASK
MHT 130, which is an intermediate tack paper tape. Clear application tape used with wall words. The application tape is removed while the decal sticks to the wall. (3) If you are using other vinyl, such as Avery or Enduragloss, you do not need a high tack to remove vinyl from the liner, but you need to think
about the vinyl and the other factors, such as the relationship between the substrate and the tape and the substrate. It is not ideal to use high tack tape to apply graphics to ultra-smooth surfaces such as glass or paint aluminum. Removing tape clan spruce too strongly on the surface, it tends to emphasize
the fresh bond between the newly applied vinyl and the substrate. This can lead to foaming of vinyl. Intermediate tack paper tapes such as The TransferRITE 582U of PerfecTear Plus GXP750 or ABI tape may be a better option in this situation. This product also works very well with applying ORACAL 631
and EnduraMATTE to soft paint walls for interior decorative graphics. (Figure 3) Apply vinyl graphics with rough or porous This substrate poses quite a challenge because it forms a weak bond with glue on tape and vinyl. This is usually not a problem in the symbolic industry, but it is very common for
installation to decorate the walls inside the rust-down textured surface. The challenge here is to find enough tack tape to remove the matte surface vinyl from the liner. Our new EnduraMASK MHT 130 medium high tack paper tape excels in these applications. Well with Enduralte and Orakal 631.  Click
here for more information on this exciting new product. Another option is the new 4078-RLA for R-Tape. R-tape stots as the only tape specifically designed for wall graphics. It is characterized by a medium crimped adhesive designed to work with matte vinyl used for interior wall decoration. Like Preview
Plus, it strikes a balance between the tack level and the properties required for release and transmission. It also improves equilibrium performance, including formulas for the suitability of R tapes.  For more information on that in an instant... If you decide to use paper or transparent tape and determine the
right tack level for vinyl graphics, you will narrow the field somewhat. Here are some other attributes to consider: Tear quality: Tapes are commonly used in sections and torn by installers. Low quality tape shreds unevenly into useless, atypical small pieces. Good quality tape tears clean and predictably so
you can take off the size you want in one attempt. On good quality paper tape, paper face film glue tears. Low quality products have a resistant adhesive coat to tear a string of adhesives such as melted pizza. In addition to annoying, this string can create a combination of vinyl and uneven adhesives and
degrade performance. Wrinkles and edge lifts: The most aggravating aspect of low-quality paper tape is crumpled. If you apply tape wrinkles to apply to vinyl, those wrinkles can be transferred to vinyl graphics and ruinit. While proper application technology helps, choosing high-quality paper tape scares
you much more frequently. R-tape compatibility and enduramask perfect tier layflat tape are excellent at reducing wrinkles when applied. In addition to reducing wrinkles, R-Tape's RLA and Plus features on the main tape improve selumber performance, which is less likely to dry away from vinyl when tape
is applied. The benefit is that people who sell pre-mask vinyl graphics are installed by end users or third parties. Standard paper tape begins to dry in vinyl after a few hours. When a DIY customer picks up a decal and the edges of the tape peels upwards from the dust collected for two days, the product
looks cheap. Messy. Application tapes with excellent equilibrium characteristics maintain professional quality presentations.  This feature can also be found in our EnduraMASK Perfect Tears Layflat.Air egres: most experienced installations know the benefits air transmission linerbrings to vehicle wrap and
printed symbol applications. You probably didn't know there was a transmission tape with similar features.  The R-Tape AT75 Clear Choice has an embossed face film that creates a grid pattern in an air-transmitting microtunnel in the adhesive layer. Applying the tape to vinyl allows you to push the foam
as if removing the air pocket sgrosby by an air sgressliner on the premium wrap vinyl. Static: As mentioned above, one of the most notorious drawbacks of transparent tapeist as static. The smooth plastic surface of the cotton film makes it easy to generate static filling when the tape is released. The
problem is partly related to the relative humidity of the working environment, so if you're in Orlando, you're in Florida and you can scratch your head.  But the people of Denver and Arizona are very familiar with it. Another benefit of r-tape AT75 Clear Choice's embossed liner is its static reduction. The face
film is not as smooth as regular transparent tape, so there is less friction and less static. What if you prefer a soft, crisp AT60 but don't want static? Here is a tip from industry application expert, Jim Hingst. You can reduce static by loosening the tape more slowly or by spraying the top of the face film,
whatever the RapidTAC.Digital graphics application. Consider the selection of vinyl and substrates and choose the tape that best suits your specific challenge. As your business grows, you need to stock up on indoor and outdoor graphics or some kind of tape that can be used with a wide range of vinyl.
Choosing the best tape for your job can soften the various wrinkles of the vinyl graphics process. Keep plenty of it in hand. WWW.SignWarehouse.com hands. WWW.SignWarehouse.com
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